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Management summary

This report summarises the findings of the first ever, independent multi-brand luxury store audit
carried out in Shanghai across the Watches & Jewellery, and Fashion & accessory sectors. 39
stores belonging to 39 individual brands were audited over a two-week period, by the same audit
team, using consistent audit criteria to ensure repeatability of the data gathered.
The purpose of the audit was to benchmark luxury retail service in what is regarded as China’s
most cosmopolitan city that is home to many of the most sophisticated and experienced luxury
shoppers in the country. Luxury retail service has for many reasons not been the highest priority for
luxury brands in the past, but after the significant change in market dynamics experienced in H2,
2012, brands operating in China have begun to adapt and change their operational strategies, and
we aim to assess retail service in this context.
As a business, we have always had a strong view that great luxury retail service is a key contributor
to both short and long term sales, and that for brands in China, now is the time to use in-store
service as a key differentiator and a means to develop long term customer loyalty. The operational
landscape has become more competitive for brands in the past 12 months, and consumer attitudes
have also matured and their experience broadened to a point where they cannot and will not be
treated in the same way as they were in the past by luxury brands.
In this report, we focus on execution of the core luxury service standards that we would expect to
be delivered by any luxury brand of stature. We did not take the audit beyond this point because
delivering the basic luxury level of service would be a sound base from which a stronger foundation
could be built in future. Our findings did not surprise us in general terms as they were supported by
our own previous experiences and the comments of consumers made directly to us, and on social
media sites. What was surprising was the inability of many stores that were visited to deliver to ‘basic’
retail service standards, as we would have expected 100% conformance to these criteria even if
there were weaknesses in ‘luxury’ service. Many premium or medium grade retail stores in the city
would in our experience regularly deliver to such a basic standard and in fact on occasion above it.
Note: The actual performance results of the stores audited for this report remain anonymous within
it, and performance data shown graphically is for comparative purposes only.
Exhibit 1 below shows the average score for each of the four audit criteria categories and both
luxury sectors. The figures at the top of each column indicate those above and below average in
each case.
Exhibit 1 | Performance overview by audit criteria
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Source: Luxury Insights China Audit Team
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The time is now for luxury brands to deliver service in China

2012 was a tipping point, a time of major
change for the luxury sector in China.
Consumers travelled internationally in
large numbers in the first half of the year,
and then closed their wallets domestically
for much of the second half. It was a
tough time for many luxury brands that
as a result were forced to revisit their
expansion strategies and decide to focus
on upgrading existing stores rather than
opening new ones.
Not that this practice applied to all.
Many smaller and more recent arrivals
chose to expand more aggressively,
as a means to play catch up. For most
brands, and certainly most consumer, a
well-appointed store was a sign of a good
luxury brand, and a means to establish or
elevate its status. Luxury retail service on
the other hand, did not in the past receive
a proportionate investment, and was by
any measure poor.
2013 is therefore a year of consolidation
of the luxury market in China, the old
rules have changed, and new ones now
apply, so why has service in luxury stores
in the past been so poor? These are
some of the contributory factors

Selling was relatively easy, requiring
little more than showing a product and
taking payment.
Brands invested heavily in establishing
and building their reputation through
advertising and other media activities,
as a quicker way to gain greater
market share.
Consumers themselves had little
experience of luxury service, and
didn’t consider it as an attribute of
luxury brands; the product was what
they wanted.
Rapid expansion meant that staff had
to be recruited quickly. They had little
or no experience of luxury retail and
practical experience of luxury service.
General market expansion provided
retail staff ample opportunity to find
new better paying jobs; as a result the
churn of staff was high, and the desire
of brands to invest in training low.
Choosing to work in the retail
environment as a profession is a
new concept, its acceptance is still
immature.
Retailers that did invest in staff
training, concentrated on the sale
rather than advocating high standards
of in-store customer experience.

Why is the requirement different for luxury brands in China now?
The uniqueness of China is the fast
changing environment in terms of the
market, the consumer experience
and their requirements. To become
a long time winner, requires retailers
to acknowledge and foresee the rapid
changes and make adaptations at an
early stage because,
Consumers of luxury in China have
spent the last 12 months becoming
better educated about brands,
their products and values than they
were in the past, and have practical
international shopping experience for
reference.
With greater knowledge, consumers
now demand new and more relevant
products that fit their lifestyle and
personality, which in turn has created
greater competition among brands
and greater need for differentiation.
Consumers are spending their money
more wisely and more slowly than
previously, not necessarily in smaller
amounts; but on products they feel a
personal attachment to.
Luxury consumer lifestyle experiences
have broadened and service oriented
luxury hotels and private clubs have
improved their game which in has now
filtered through and increased the
demands on luxury retailers
Luxury retail brands based in China
did not proactively invest in the in-store
service experience that ought to reflect
the brand’s value and standards, unlike a
five star hotel, they failed to acknowledge
the direct link between service and sales,
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and that high quality service plays a
major role in short term and greater long
term customer relationships and brand
loyalty.
Luxury goods in China are more
expensive than those in many other
places in the world. The pure status
factor a luxury brand delivers to Chinese
consumers is losing its dominant position
to other values it must carry, such as
heritage, value, respect, and design
and quality service. Consequently,
the attraction of a luxury brand has
now encompassed the entire brand
experience from beginning to end, and
not just the physical product. Luxury retail
service will directly contribute to building
a sustainable business, by delivering
and reinforcing the brand values that the
customer already associates with, rather
than negating them.
The importance of the audit carried out
by us at this time is that a benchmark
is required that not only identifies
the common weaknesses across the
major luxury retailer in China’s most
sophisticated city but that also highlights
how an improvement will have a direct
affect on consumer sentiment and hence
sales. Up to this point, some brands
will have audited their own stores, and
perhaps made regular visits to one or
two of their direct competitors, but no
independent organisation has ever
assessed such a large group of luxury
retailers in such detail from a store
experience perspective before.
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What do luxury consumers say about luxury retail service in China?
“I enjoy walking around stores to find the latest products and appreciate their windows.
If the shop assistant has the right attitude and good communication skills, it would
trigger me to make a purchase. I think luxury store staff focus too much on customer’s
appearance, but lack the skills to identify potential buyers. I was once treated
disrespectfully, which reminded me that I should dress up when go out shopping! I
spend most weekends outside the Mainland therefore I hardly shop here for luxury goods
any more. What impresses me most are some independent designer shops, the retail
experience there is much better”. Female in her 40’s

“The service is bad, basically no service! Hardly anyone greeting you when you enter
the store. No staff offered any recommendations, and after I finally choose the products,
I have to find the staff in order to make payment. Once you ask for their opinion or a
recommendation everything is good, and they are only interested in selling you the
expensive items. The real luxury consumers in China are men and they won't travel
overseas just for cheaper shopping. Therefore, the shop assistants need to learn to make
good recommendations”. Male in his 20’s
I was looking for respect and to be treated well when shopping in luxury shops, on the
contrary, I was simmering with rage when I left there. Anon, Weibo
They asked do you really want buy when I want buy one. One member of the retail staff
even said you can touch it when decide to buy. Anon, Weibo
I would rather choose to buy premier or designer brands which offered better service from
staff with a less arrogant attitude, no one will ask you or offer any help at first, when you
actually want to pay, they changed their attitude completely. Anon, Weibo
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Definition of Luxury Service in luxury retail
A luxury retail experience delivers the
true values and promises of a luxury
brand. We believe that service is the
core of this experience. Luxury brands
embrace wonderful retail environments
and excellent products, but what can
really make customers genuinely feel the
difference is how they are received, how
well their shopping needs are met, and
how strong the connection between the
brand and themselves are established
or enhanced during the process. This
value is not delivered by sales alone, but
principally through service.
It is our belief that good service will
directly result in sales. Influenced
by service attitude, sales of luxury
products have transformed from a
simple transaction point to a process,
extending prior to arrival at the store
and continuing even after the customer
has left. Service attitude allows sales
staff offering help to successfully fulfill
customer’s shopping requirements,
and possibly up-selling rather than just
promoting what they themselves want to
sell. It also provides the retail staff with
the capability to demonstrate a level of
care, to build trust that results in not only
single sales, but also repeated sales and
recommendations, the latter factor being
particularly important in China. Service
delivers sustainable sales, consequently
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contributing to the development of the
brand.
Luxury retail service exceeds and goes
far beyond just good service delivery
standards. Summarised below are the
minimum characteristics for luxury
service in a retail environment:
Observing the behaviour of the
customer and anticipating their needs.
Listening carefully what they say and
exploring their options with them.
Proactively offering assistance and
valuable recommendation where
appropriate.
Engaging and communicating with
customers in an appropriate manner.
Demonstrating passion and care for
the brand, the store in which you
work, the product you sell, and your
customers.
Attention to detail, keeping the retail
environment clean and tidy, and
in one’s observations and general
behaviour.
Demonstrating respect to any
customer that walks into the store,
applying common service standards
without judging whether they can or
not afford to buy.
Being consistent in the execution of
luxury service.
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In a luxury retail store especially, service
and sales have an interconnected
relationship, and cannot be separated.
Service is a splendid outfit that
dresses up sales, make it less
prominent but without defeating the
objective of selling. It balance’s the
experience for the consumers, and
makes them feel at ease spending
time in a luxury retail environment.
Service is a different dimension via
which to deliver the brand values. It
helps the brand to make emotional
connections with customers.
In China over the past three to four years,
luxury brands have invested heavily in
marketing activities to maintain existing
customers and to recruit new ones. To
make the most of their investment and
the expanded retail network, advertising
and marketing activities, we believe
that brands must provide a true luxury
service experience in order to capture the
customers who are driven to the stores.
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Methodology

Standards applied and process
To carry out the luxury retail service auditing process correctly, a comprehensive
programme was created in terms of the attributes to evaluate, the evaluation criteria and
assessment of the results:

We looked at four key aspects of luxury retail service:
Retail staff and customer interaction
Retail team interaction
Retail staff attitude

Selection of geographic areas, brands and stores

Retail staff etiquette and behaviour

Beijing and Shanghai have the greatest density of luxury retail in China. Most of the
luxury brands also locate their China HQ in Shanghai, which would lead us to assume
that local staff management and training standards ought to be the highest in the
country. Consumers in Shanghai tend to also be more sophisticated than others in the
country with a greater international influence. We therefore selected Shanghai as the
research city based on the major contributing factors above.

To minimise the potential of subjective differences, the scoring system adopted has no
qualitative questions, but provides 5 Y/N choices against each audit criteria. Auditors
did not need to answer any questions by providing subjective answers such as very
satisfied, satisfied, or poor.
The audit criteria were designed so they could be applied to all the stores in both
sectors equally. A score of 100% would represent a store delivering what we would
consider the basic level of luxury service, on top of which they could then add their
own brand specific attributes, which we did not mark. However, we do accept that
human error does occur from time to time and there are off days, so a tolerance of
10% (or a total score of 90%) was considered acceptable.

Luxury brand selection is separated into two sectors, Fashion and Accessory (F&A) 18
stores, and Watch & Jewellery (W&J) 21 stores, they were selected as brands that are
well established and representative. We acknowledge the difference in product value
and sales process between the two sectors, and that individual brands have their
own guidelines, and have applied these considerations when designing the auditing
process and measurement criteria.

The auditing was carried out over a two-week period, during the working day where
fewer consumers are in store, to ensure that staff had sufficient time to receive and
handle their clients in store. The auditors also had opportunities to observe in most
cases how retail staff served other customers while in the store.

Graphic 1:
Audit areas
in Shanghai

Auditors applied similar shopping requirements in all stores, asking for middle range
products, and showing enough potential purchase interest to facilitate the continuation
of the sales/service process where possible.
Although the shopping scenario was designed to test the patience of the staff to some
level, the audit team did not give any store a very hard time, or try to push any limits.
The auditors gave each store a fair chance to deliver good service. However, in
some cases, the store staff would not in reality, be given a chance to actually serve
customers because of the poor experience they delivered. In practice, many customers
would have walked out of the store well before our auditors did.

Stores audited were chosen to be either flagship or major stores of each brand in the
following locations, Nanjing Road West, Huaihai Road Middle, the Bund area, and
Lu Jia Zui, Pu Dong, as shown in Graphic 1 above. Most stores are directly owned
and managed by brands, a small number are not under direct management. Stores
vary in size, which naturally projects more managerial challenges for the larger ones,
however, this audit aims to identify generic issues related to luxury retail service, rather
than ranking individual brand or store performance. Therefore we can eliminate the
consideration of store size.
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Selection of service auditor and assessment
The same store auditing team consisted of two people visiting all stores. The auditors
are experienced Chinese luxury professionals, and are trained to observe and assess
service issues.
The appearance of the auditing team was appropriate and did not project any false
image to deliberately avoid them being pre-judged by the staff.
The scoring results were contributed to by both members of the audit team in order to
avoid any bias.
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General findings
No brand attained what we regard
as basic luxury service standards,
and many failed to perform well in
delivering basic good service the level
of which can be found in many less
prestigious stores.
Variations between the best and worst
brand performers is considerable.
No brand delivered its basic service
aspects completely correctly: the most
common points of failure can be found
below.

The audit findings
©Luxury Retail Service in China

Brands are clearly letting their
customers down by failing to deliver
the level of service that reflects and
reinforces the brand value that they
portray in the media and through other
channels.
Of all the stores visited, approximately
30% would in our opinion, have failed
to ensure a customer would have
remained within the store because
their initial reception of the client was
so poor, and they would have walked
out immediately. For the sake of
consistency and direct comparison,
the audit team carried on with their
task to evaluate all 20 points of
assessment.
Basic areas of retail service failure
were
Staff chatting amongst themselves
around the store, before and after
customers entered.
No visible positive attitude when
performing their job.
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A failure to engage with the customer
unless directly approached.
A lack of sincerity in their facial and
body language when approaching a
customer.
Poor attention to detail in terms of
store environments that were untidy
or unclean in some cases.

Comparison of store performance
The graphs following demonstrate the
performance of the brands across F&A
and W&J sectors, for confidentiality
reasons, their identities are anonymous.
The 0% dotted line below indicates the
basic retail service criteria which we
would reasonably expect all brands to
attain a score of 90%-100%. Above this
line we move into the attributes of service
that would be regarded as basic luxury
service measures that would differentiate
service of a minimum level expected in
our view to be delivered to customers in
any reasonably good store.
The first observation to make is how
badly in some cases, retailers fail to
deliver even basic service standards, the
worst offenders in both sectors delivering
little more than 50% of the required
attributes. The same stores also barely
delivered any experience attributes within
those attributed to basic luxury standards.
Broadly speaking the ratio audit criteria of
basic service to basic luxury for the audit
was 40/60.
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Watches & Jewellery retail performance
Exhibit 2 | Watches & Jewellery retail performance overview
100%
Luxury
service

0%
100%
Basic
service WJ1 WJ2 WJ3 WJ4 WJ5 WJ6 WJ7 WJ8 WJ9 WJ10 WJ11 WJ12 WJ13 WJ14 WJ15 WJ16 WJ17 WJ18 WJ19 WJ20 WJ21
Source: Luxury Insights China Audit Team

Note: Exhibit 2 shows the performance of all the W&J stores audited, WJ1 performing best
and WJ21 the worst overall. The area below the 0% dotted line demonstrates how each brand
performed against those attributes that any reasonable retail store should attain, the area above
it relates to attributes necessary to meet a basic luxury service. It can be seen that no brand
scored 100% for the basic service attributes, and those to the right failed to provide very few of
the basic luxury service attributes the audit team were looking for.

Fashion & Accessory retail performance
Exhibit 3 | Fashion & Accessory retail performance overview
100%
Luxury
service

0%
100%
Basic
service F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7

F8

F9

F10

F11 F12

F13 F14

F15 F16

F17 F18

Source: Luxury Insights China Audit Team

Note: Not one F&A brand met all the audit criteria to deliver basic service, with one exception,
no brand scored more than 80% overall as can be seen in the bar chart in Exhibit 3. Given a
different retail environment from that of W&J that can be less formal, we found that this relaxed
attitude often negated the positive attributes we expected to find in a luxury store.
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Analysis in each of the four audit categories

Retail staff and customer interaction
The interaction between staff and
customer has in our view, a direct
influence on whether sales objectives
can be achieved, if the customer is made
to feel welcome, and at ease, rather
than feeling pressured, the sale is often
smoother. In this section, we look at
how well customers are received at the
door of the store, their first contact with
retail staff, how well their needs are
explored and met, how comfortable they
are made to feel, and how they are seen
off when leaving the store. It assesses
the combination of the service and sales
level.
The overall scores for all the brands in
both W&J (44%) and F&A (41%), are
the lowest amongst all the assessment
categories. The stores of Breguet,
Panerai, De Beers, Patek Philippe,
A.Lange & Soehne and Blancpain scored
over 66%, with Breget and De beers top
in this category.
The luxury retail experience must
commence from the time when the
customer arrives at the entrance of the
store.
Approximately 40% of all W&J stores
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had the door closed. Unfortunately,
none of the stores visited managed to
meet the assessment standard, where
the dedicated doorman (if they have
one) would anticipate the customers
arrival at the door, then open it in a
timely manner with energy, delivering
a welcome smile and a greeting.
The worst experience not only
involved being kept waiting outside a
store, but also being confused by the
doorman who failed to explain that the
wait was due to this store ‘s particular
security system. A failure like this is
not acceptable, because it was not
a result of the customers failure to
understand what the doorman had
said, rather his assumption that we
understood the system. He made no
attempt to try to help, or avoid the
customer feeling embarrassed by the
situation.
Should a store decide for either
security or some other reason to have
its door closed then it is crucial to get
this very first experiential step right,
as it could either turn customers away
immediately, or leave them with a poor
first impression. Those stores without
a dedicated doorman should assign
staff to open the door in a timely
manner.

Luxury Retail Service in China ©FDKG Ltd.

When a consumer has the choice of
multiple competitive branded stores in
close proximity, failure at the door can
result in them abandoning their initial
choice and looking elsewhere nearby.
A further factor contributing to first
impressions is how well customers are
received as they enter the store.
Some stores, such as LV, Cartier and
Prada, assign those staff not helping
customers to stand and wait near the
store entrance to receive new arrivals,
which has a value. For many brands,
a managerial issue was raised as to
what those staff that are not currently
serving, should actually do in the
store? In many cases, we saw staff
standing in groups chatting, and on
occasion using their phones.
Over 57% of the W&J store staff
failed to smile at the customer as they
greeted them on arrival, F&A stores
were relatively better performers than
W&J stores in this respect. For those
who did smile, we expected that it be
sincere and warm.
In excess of 50% of the stores in both
sectors, failed to proactively initiate
communication with the customer and
to indicate they were willing to assist.
Although we did not require the retail
staff to bow like they might in Japan
we did expect them to show respect
and be elegant; very few staff nodded
their head when greeting the customer
to acknowledge their arrival.
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The basic elements of making a customer
feel welcome, respected and relaxed are
very simple to execute and will make a
positive contribution to the sales process.
Failure in this area is purely a result of
poor staff attitude and can and should be
simply corrected.
The customer interaction from the time
of arrival until they leave the store, with
or without making a purchase, is an
opportunity to make a future sale.
The level of interaction in stores in
general was far too passive; being
proactive during interaction with a
customer is very different from being
aggressive in our opinion. Making the
offer to show customers around the
store, exploring with them what they
are looking for, and then being able to
make the suitable recommendations
is the key to a successful sale, and a
better relationship.
The ability to engage in a conversation
allows retail staff to open and develop
communication with customers, and in
turn this conversation gives them the
opportunity to talk about the brand and
its products, and the ability to provide
appropriate guidance. However, very
few retail staff demonstrated the skills
to enter into a conversation, and thus
engage effectively.
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Being engaging in not purely just
about focusing on the product or
the sale, it gives the retail staff an
opportunity to insert information into
the conversation from time to time
about the brand specialities, the store,
and to acknowledge and reaffirm the
customer needs.

Exhibit 4 | Fashion & Accessory | Proactively offering customers assistance
100%
Average
55.6%

0%

Store staff in general were passive in
nature when dealing with customers,
being used to providing answers
to questions, rather than exploring
customer requirements. Those who
did explore customer requirements
did so in a mechanical nature and
without sincerity that would have
established a personal connection.

F2

F3

F4

F5
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F8

F9

F10

F11 F12

F13 F14

F15 F16

F17 F18

Source: Luxury Insights China Audit Team

Note: Exhibit 4 demonstrates the spread of performance seen across the 18 F&A stores in terms
of proactivity of their staff to serve a customer. Six brands failed to deliver above the average
score of 55.6% for these audit criteria, and two failed to score at all.
Exhibit 5 | Watches & Jewellery | Proactively offering customers assistance

As an example, when retail staff
were told that watches were to be
purchased for the husband as an
anniversary gift, only one person
made any complimentary comment
about this is and only as the
customer prepared to leave the store.
When retail staff where told that
jewellery was to be purchased for an
engagement, many focused purely on
the sale and asked the engagement
date, nobody offered congratulations
on the occasion. This approach will
result in customer’s feeling that the
brand does not really care about
them or their needs, but only the sale.
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F1

100%

Average
43.8%
0%

WJ1 WJ2 WJ3 WJ4 WJ5 WJ6 WJ7 WJ8 WJ9 WJ10 WJ11 WJ12 WJ13 WJ14 WJ15 WJ16 WJ17 WJ18 WJ19 WJ20 WJ21

Source: Luxury Insights China Audit Team

Note: Of the 21 W&J stores visited, half attained a score above the average figure of 43.8% that
was lower than that within the F&A stores. Similar to the fashion stores, two W&J brands failed
to score in this category, as can be seen in Exhibit 5.
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Analysis in each of the four audit categories

The offer of a brochure to the customer if
they are undecided about the purchase is
an opportunity to ensure they remember
the brand, the visit and the products they
have seen, and will increase the chances
that a future sale will actually be made.
Over 80% of both the W&J and F&A
stores did not handle this opportunity
well. We give retail staff credit for
offering to send product information to
customers via Weixin or text. However,
when this is refused because the
customer does not want to hand over
their contact details, the opportunity to
sell is lost.
The challenge here is that having
spent 20 minutes to explain the
products, and when the customer has
indicated that they are considering
coming back to see the product again,
why was a brochure or some other
material not proposed?
Chanel handled this situation very
differently when they were made
aware that they couldn’t offer product
fitting the auditor’s budget. They
brought a brochure in its own carrier
bag, and suggested that they take
a look through it as they might find
some alternative option later on by
doing so. It allowed the conversation
to be terminated by demonstrating to
the customer that the brand valued
them, would like to offer to satisfy their
needs in the future, and had more to
offer them.
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De beers should also be given credit
as the only other brand that offered
a brochure after seeing that the
customer was unable to make an
immediate decision. However, the way
it was handled was less appropriate
than that of Chanel.
One basic element of etiquette for retail
stores is to say goodbye to customers as
they leave the premises.
We are unhappy to report that not
one store said ‘thank you for visiting
XXX, we hope to see you again soon’,
particularly as this courtesy is often
delivered in many middle range retail
stores, and of course hotels in China.
It is important to understand that a
retail store is ultimately a place for
buying and selling product, why not
remind them where they have just
been when they leave, reinforce
brand values and show that the staff
have a passion for the brand.
There should be no excuse not to see
the customer off at the door; especially
after spending 20 minutes together,
it is impolite and unprofessional.
Asking them if they came by car, or
needed help to call a taxi, would be a
positive extension beyond the basic
expectation of luxury service.

Luxury Retail Service in China ©FDKG Ltd.

Retail staff attitude
The right attitude affects everything in
the customer journey, and it reflects in all
aspects of staff behaviour. The selection
of attributes within this section focused on
assessing how proactive the retail staff
were in their greeting, communications,
and meeting the needs of the customer.
The passion they have for the brand they
work for, the store they work in, their
customers and their job. In addition it
assessed how they handle the product
they sell, and their reaction when they
are told that they will be unable to close
the sale during that visit.
The overall score for this category is
better than that of staff and customer
interaction, but much lower than other
two evaluation categories, 51% for W&J
and 43% for F&A respectively. Breguet,
Panerai, A.Lange & Soehne, Harry
Winston, Audemars Piguet, Coach and
Chanel performed best.
Being passive is not the same as being
unaggressive, and taking a proactive
approach does not mean a member of
staff is being aggressive.
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It is a common knowledge that when a
customer walks into a store, the one who
wants to make the sale should make the
first move.
The audit results demonstrate that
42% of the W&J and 33% of F%A
stores failed to greet the customer
on arrival. In reality a failure like this
should not be expected or accepted
in a luxury store, customers are
spending a great deal of money, and
common courtesy is required.
Over 71% of W&J and 83% of F&A
stores failed to proactively explore
with the customer soon after their
arrival what they wanted and to make
appropriate recommendations.
In over 55% of the stores in both
sectors, the retail staff failed to initiate
any form of conversation with the
customer at all.
Our auditors spent at least 15-20
minutes in every store, during that
time, 47% of the W&J and 77% of
the F&A stores didn’t proactively
either give their own information to
customers or ask customers to leave
theirs.
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Analysis in each of the four audit categories

Exhibit 6 | Fashion & Accessory | Creating an opportunity for a future sale
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Source: Luxury Insights China Audit Team

Note: The data in Exhibit 6 clearly demonstrates that eight of the eighteen F&A stores visited
failed to reach the average performance to take the opportunity of the customer visit as a means
to create a potential future sale, and three stores failed to make any attempt in this area at all.
Generally the attitude was one of seeing the customer as a one-off opportunity and not a chance
to establish a long-term relationship.

Exhibit 7 | Watches & Jewellery | Creating an opportunity for a future sale
100%
Average
60.0%
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Source: Luxury Insights China Audit Team

Note: Exhibit 7 demonstrates the average store performance across all 21 W&J stores was
higher than that of those in F&A in terms of potential future sales. However, seven stores failed
to make the average standard, and two made no attempt in this area whatsoever. The higher
average retail value of product in the W&J environment is the probable cause of the better
average score, but it is still surprising and unacceptable that so many staff failed to see the
brand and relationship building opportunity they were presented with.
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Retail staff should demonstrate passion,
show they care about the brand, and
consequently deliver a convincing
message to customers ‘ why choose to
shop with them’. One could argue that,
if they (retail staff) don’t even love what
they sell, how could they persuade others
to do likewise?
Within this audit category, retail staff
performed better when showing
passion through their interaction with
the customer, only 42% across both
sectors failed to score in this category
that was better than the other criteria
assessing passion.
However, it is clearly a major
challenge for the retail staff in many
stores to show passion for the brand,
the product, the store, and their job.
The lack of staff passion left an
inconsistent brand image in the
minds of the customer: strong brand
values and images are established in
advertising and through PR, products
are known as being good quality and
expensive, yet when a customer walks
into the store with a superb interior,
they are confused as to why the staff
who work for such a great brand do not
show their pride, love and care for it?
We acknowledge that it is a general
cultural challenge in China to be
passionate and show passion.
However, we have also audited other
non-luxury retail stores, were we saw
proactivity and passion from their
staff. Therefore, we believe that this
ambivalent attitude can and must be
changed.
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Analysis in each of the four audit categories

By handling products with respect and
care, it reflects their personal values and
respect of the purchases customers are
making with the brand.
The majority of staff demonstrated
care by handling products.
However, in an instance were staff
removed a watch from a display
cabinet and left it directly on the
corner of the table, it did make the
customer question how much it is truly
worth if you treat it like this?
One challenge identified in over 75%
of the stores across both sectors,
was staff failing to use two hands to
display, demonstrate, or hand products
over to customers, whether these
were watches, bags or jewellery. In a
culture, where business cards must
be handed with two hands as a sign of
respect and value, it has become even
more necessary to handle product
of this status and value in the same
manner.
50% of the F&A stores audited had
an irritating habit of correcting the
product display immediately after the
customers handed the product back to
the assistant, but while they were still
looking. They appeared to be more
interested in packing things away
than helping the customer make a
purchase decision.
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W&J stores have a relatively good
system to manage the product
selection taken to show customers
using velvet display trays. Blancpain
was the only store where the retail
staff confirmed with the customer
whether it was acceptable to remove
and put away the product that was no
longer required.
When customers tried more than
one product, the F&A stores found it
difficult to manage the arrangement of
the products into a position whereby
it was easy for customers to compare
them. Coach was the only store where
staff offered to carry the products in
which customers showed interest,
while following the customer as they
moved around the store looking at
other choices.
Handling product is an opportunity to
‘parade’ or show it off with appropriate
style and panache that can add a level
of attraction to ownership. This simple
technique does not appear to either
be taught to retail staff or practiced by
them even if they are aware of it. Luxury
shopping should be an experience like
going to a show; theatrical license can be
applied to great affect if done correctly.

Successfully handling the situation when
the sale could not be closed (customers
didn’t buy at that time), shows the true
quality of staff attitude and service quality.
In 52% of the W&J stores retail staff
failed to smile when they were told
that purchase decision would not be
made at that time.
47% of the W&J and 66% of F&A
store staff did not make any attempt to
see customers off at the door after the
sales opportunity was terminated.
Although only a little over 20% of
stores showed disinterest at the
termination point of the sale, we
consider that in general, they didn’t do
enough to create a future opportunity
to sell. To apply the most basic criteria
to this point, 42% of the W&J staff
and 77% of those in F&A stores let
customers walk out without offering
their card.
To provide luxury service, retail
staff should be expected to formally
make an invitation to revisit the
store, or even ask whether they
would like to schedule a date for
future appointment. If the customer
has spent their time in the store and
has shown genuine interest in a
product, failure to do this would be
disrespectful and short sighted.
A further observation in this section
was that retail staff on some occasions
tried their best to keep the customer
within their particular store, rather than
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recommending they try another stores
belonging to the brand. This occurred
in several instances where the audit
team were told that other stores
did not stock a particular product,
although it was known that they did,
from a previous store visit not part of
this assessment. The staff would tell
the customer that there was no such
product available elsewhere without
making calls to confirm the facts.
Burberry however, performed well in
this case; the member of staff checked
the stock list and identified one of
the brand’s other stores that had the
stock, she then made the referral by
handing her card and the other store
card to the customer.
To deliver true luxury service, we would
expect the staff to make a call to another
store on behalf of the customer, confirm
the stock availability, provide his/her
business card together with the other
store’s contact person, and then make
the referral.
There is a clear tendency for staff in the
case of the stores assessed to be selfish
and single minded, not wanting to pass
an opportunity across to another within
the same company. After all, if one can’t
keep the customer in one’s own store,
then they should try the best to keep the
customer with the brand. The market
in China is very competitive, and a poor
attitude like this could loose the sale to a
competitor.
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Analysis in each of the four audit categories

Retail staff etiquette and behaviour
We believe that all retail staff are
ambassadors for luxury brands they work
for, and their behaviour should reflect
the brand’s character and values. In
this assessment category, we looked at
staff gesture & posture, how they spoke,
and any inappropriate behaviour within
the store environment. This assessment
section was the one in which the best
overall average performance was
attained, 72% in W&J and 69% for F&A
respectively.
Staff having a positive attitude and
energy, creates a greater positive
atmosphere in the store.
The greatest challenge we identified
was the general staff spirit and energy
levels, or in reality the lack of them.
The auditors were looking for positive
attitude, spirit and good positive
energy levels that could be transferred
to the customer.
Voice of the retail staff is a crucial element
in delivering engaging communication.
The second most crucial challenge
was the way that retail staff spoke.
Speaking too loudly or too fast is
inappropriate in a quiet store, and
for the reverence associated with the
products.
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Underperformance is speaking with a
friendly and sincere voice, and failing
to use professional words and tone
was common across many stores.
Although only happening on a small
number of occasions, we would not
recommend that staff speak in local
dialects unless the customer directly
initiates it.
Retail staff working in the luxury store
should be expected to be elegant, their
clothing may be brand specific, but their
manner and character are their own.
In over 80% of the stores audited,
staff were considered not to have an
elegant manner.

Exhibit 8 | Fashion & Accessory | A professional manner when standing or walking
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Source: Luxury Insights China Audit Team

Note: Staff in F&A stores as can be seen in Exhibit 8, struggled to stand and walk in a
professional manner in 50% of cases, and seven stores failed to attain any score due to their
poor performance in this area, yet brand F5 delivered a full 100% performance in this area.

Exhibit 9 | Watches &Jewellery | A professional manner when standing or walking

Across both sectors, over 61% failed
to stand, sit or walk professionally.
Leaning against the wall, using the
counter to support themselves while
standing, walking with their feet
dragging were some examples.

100%

The ambiance of a luxury store should
be appropriate, and we expect retail
staff to walk without making excessive
noise. There were several instances
of staff walking down wooden stairs
without considering how noisy it was
for the customers in the store, and
what a distraction this was to those
servicing clients.

0%
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Source: Luxury Insights China Audit Team

Note: W&J brands performed slightly better on average when compared to F&A in terms of
professional manner when walking and standing, but five stores attained a zero score, and four
others failed to meet or exceed the (poor) average level. By comparison, two stores managed a
100% score.
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Analysis in each of the four audit categories

Retail team interaction
It is impolite for retail staff to be seen by
customers within the store on their mobile
phone either texting or making calls. It
maybe a popular culture scene in China
that people frequently use mobile phones
in social or public occasions, on the shop
floor is unacceptable.
Although, this was not a frequent
phenomenon seen during the auditing
process there were staff seen using a
mobile in store.
It is also worth mentioning, that some
brands have started to introduce
the use of an ipad as a way of
demonstrating product information,
and the usage should be limited. Staff
should be expected not to use the
ipad for any other personal reason
such as checking e-mail, surfing the
Internet or messaging their friends.
Tidying the store or cleaning up in front
of customers is a distraction and is
unprofessional; there is a time and place
for this
There were three occasions where
this behaviour was seen. In the first
two ladders were set up to arrange

product display in store that could
have been done before he store
opened. On the second occasion,
a ladder was set up to repair some
lighting right in the middle of the main
front entrance, again that should have
been planned out of store hours. And
in the last a member of staff opened a
suitcase, took out products and then
stood on a stool to place them on a
shelf. The activity being carried out
directly in front of customers.
The other issue in this section we
consider as management related,
which is the use of a cleaning person
working in the store. There are 3 W&J
stores and 5 F&A stores, where the
auditors encountered cleaning staff in
store. It is our view that unless there is
tea spill on the floor, the store should
be cleaned outside opening hours,
having a cleaner wandering around
the store looking for something to
do should not be considered luxury.
If product needs to be tidied up, or
finger prints need to be removed from
surfaces, this task can be carried
out by retail staff after seeing off
their customers, or if there are no
customers in the store.

The store team should provide support to
its individual staff members to help them
achieve better results. In this category,
we assessed whether the team worked
together to maintain a pleasant store
environment, how the staff not serving
provide team support, and how the team
members interact with one other in the
store. All stores on average achieved
over 60% in this category.
The store environment is the responsibility
of the retail sales team; they work within
it, and welcome customers to it. It is
therefore their responsibility to ensure it is
kept clean and tidy, and that should any
untidiness be created for any reason, that
it is tidied up in a timely manner.
Customers do not want to see
cleaning staff moving around the store
unless there is a major spillage to be
removed.
Each team member should pay
attention to details like finger marks
on display cabinets, dust on shelves,
papers left on display services etc.
Although better executed, our auditors
still saw obvious finger marks on the
glass surfaces of display cabinet
in 14 out of the 39 stores, as well
as misaligned furniture in a few
occasions.
The appropriate behaviour of the staff
not serving can enhance the customer
experience. However, this appeared to be
a major challenge.
If the non-serving retail staff are
visible to the customer who is already
being served, he or she is expect to
acknowledge the customer accordingly
from an appropriate distance.
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If they pass in store, non-serving retail
staff are expected to stop, greet the
customer and let the customer walk
past first.
The results of the audit show that
in over 60% of the stores, nonserving retail staff failed to greet or
acknowledge customers in any way.
Too many service staff can make
customers feel over pressured and as
a result, the store environment less
luxurious.
Because of the different sales
requirements of the two sectors
assessed, it is relatively common in a
W&J store to have more than two staff
serving one customer. The advantage
of working as a team is that one staff
member can help to fetch or replace
products, while the other can focus on
communication with the customers.
By contrast, when a staff member
working on their own is unsupported
by their colleagues, running around
the store looking for stock while
holding a tray in which is a selected
jewellery piece, service levels no
matter how well intended the action,
drop dramatically. The customer
was left unattended, and as a result
it the situation will start to test the
customer’s patience.
On the occasion when more than 2
staff are trying to serve one customer,
it can make the customer feel they
are less organised and uneasy. The
assisting staff member should be
dedicated to providing support, and
be focused on that customer, rather
than attending to other unrelated
needs occasionally, or being replaced
by a third person during the process,
unless it is for some important reason.
Consistency will create a calm
atmosphere.
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Managerial challenges and process

Exhibit 10 | Fashion & Accessory | Staff talking in groups when not serving
100%

To deliver luxury retail service in any store, does not only rely on the front line retail team.
The management support should make a fundamental difference to their success. Our
audit team makes the following observations related to those challenges they identified
for which greater management involvement is required.
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Source: Luxury Insights China Audit Team

Note: Small groups of staff chatting amongst themselves was a common issue, as can be seen
in Exhibit 10. 11 of the 18 F&A brands failed to meet the average store score, one scoring zero.
Yet by contrast, five stores gained a full 100% score. Part of the challenge appears to be that
with a low flow of customers, staff in general, have little to do in between serving, so they talk
with each other.
Exhibit 11 | Watches & Jewellery | Staff talking in groups when not serving
100%
Average
76.8%

0%

On an occasion when there are a greater number of customers in the store than the staff
can handle, a service contingency plan is necessary, as a store should not to leave any
customer unattended.
It is management’s responsibility to encourage retail staff to support each other and
develop a process that best service the customers based on customer flows during the
opening hours of the store, on every day of the week.
There should be a clear product demonstration process and standards that all staff follow
in store. The process should show off the product to its best, and ensure that customer
questions are pre-emptied.
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Source: Luxury Insights China Audit Team

Note: Exhibit 11 demonstrates that W&J stores have few staff talking amongst themselves, yet
just under 50% of all stores failed to reach the average for the group. Clearly, this requirement
is difficult for store staff to adhere to. WJ14 and WJ15 was not scored as they only had one staff
member on duty in store.
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What should retail staff do, when there are very few customers in store, especially when
the store is large and has many staff on duty? Our audit identified that in many occasions,
the staff have little opportunity to interact with customer, but should not stand on the
shop floor doing nothing, as it gives a bad impression of the store and the brand. Clear
guidelines should be available to the staff detailing their duties under these conditions and
how they should interact with one another on these occasions.
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To help the store staff acquire better personal etiquette and be more polite, the
management should insist that staff say please and thank you to each customer they
might come in contact with. These simple actions can go a long way to establishing a
good and appropriate impression.
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While luxury brands have invested heavily to drive customers to their retail stores, now is
the time brands should invest in their front line retail staff, who are the true ambassadors
of the brand, and who are the individuals who bring in revenue and build a real and
tangible connection with consumers.
We believe that there are huge opportunities for improvement in luxury retail service in
China; an improvement would provide brands with immediate short-term revenue gains
and long-term sustainability.

Summary
©Luxury Retail Service in China

Principally, it is important for the operational management of luxury brands to introduce
a genuine service attitude and make sure the retail team understand its importance, and
how service can help them achieve their sales objectives. It is crucial to make this change
in staff attitude so that they realise that it is their duty to receive every customer passing
through their doors with consistent service representing the brand standards, rather than
making assumptions and being disrespectful.
The audit results clearly demonstrate that the basic service skills in every store still
need to be enhanced. Getting the basics right will build a sound foundation for service
improvement, and help the retail staff to develop the true luxury service, that is missing at
this time.
We would argue that is never wrong to over service a customer. During our audit, there
is one brand that provided service over and beyond what would be considered its brand
status and values. This gave the customers a very good reason to buy, and a feeling of
pleasure.
Developing a unique style of luxury retail service that is so recognisable is now an
opportunity in China, as it will differentiate the brand and attain standards far ahead of
those currently on offer. The starting point though, must be delivering good solid basic
luxury service, which as we have seen is still some way off, yet attainable in China given
the right management focus and attitude.
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Appendices

About FDKG and the audit team
About FDKG
We are unique; working on both the consumer and brand sides of the market, linking the
two across our services; from regular mystery shopping of luxury stores, to surveying
consumers in terms of their spending habits, and planning and executing targeted, niche
and exclusive consumer events to luxury retail service training that Chinese consumers
have begun to expect and brands are now investing in.

Appendix 1: Retail stores audited in this report
Watches & Jewellery

Fashion & Accessory

A.Lange & Sohne

Alfred Dunhill

Audemars Piguet

Bottega Veneta

Blancpain

Burberry

Breguet

Celine

Bvlgari

Chanel

Cartier

Chloé

Chaumet

Coach

Chopard

Dior

De Beers

Dolce&Gabbana

Frank Muller

Ermenegildo Zegna

Glashütte Original

Fendi

Graff

Ferragamo

Harry Winston

Giorgio Amarni

Jaeger-LeCoultre

Gucci

Panerai

Hermès

Patek Philippe

Louis Vuitton

Piaget

Parda

Tiffany

Tod's

Our staff are made up of highly experienced and educated Chinese and international
individuals who work within functional teams to deliver our products and services. A single
client may only require the skills of a single team, but in many cases, their needs are met
with a multi-disciplinary approach involving business consultants, researchers, analysts
and trainers.

The audit team
Our dedicated team audit stores on behalf of clients in addition to regularly monitoring the
retail experience in China, via frequent store visits. They talk with consumers about their
experiences, and train retail staff in the art of luxury service.

About Luxury Insights China
Luxury Insights China is a unique report assessing the Chinese luxury sector that is
issued 10 times a year. The content is gathered, written and issues commented on by the
researchers, analyst and operational luxury experts from FDKG based in the country. The
regular reports provide senior staff of luxury brands a concise summary of activities and
influences across the whole sector. It contains no advertising, just pure facts, valuable
opinion and market insight.
Our sector specialist market researchers are constantly monitoring the entire luxury sector
in China and specifically their sub-sectors, they are supported by independent advisors
who operate within those sub-sectors to provide opinion and advice to the editorial team
of the Luxury Insights China report. Because of our close connections with staff working
for brands in China, and a network of luxury consumers, we are able to verify market
data and assess trends on a practical level, all of which contributes to the value and
authenticity of our content. The Luxury Insights China team can be contacted at
lic@fdkginsight.com

Vacheron Constantin
Van Cleef
Vertu

If you would like to know more about FDKG and its services, please visit our website at
www.fdkginsight.com
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